
        Roussanne, James Berry Vineyards, 2014
BLEND 100% Roussanne

HARVEST  October, 24th 2014

BOTTLED February 19th 2016

VINEYARDS   
farming/soil

JAMES BERRY
organic, not certified/thin layer of 
topsoil over limestone seabed

THE 2014 VINTAGE
After a very cold, very dry winter, we were doused with just enough rain in March, to get the cover crop growing in 
the vineyard only to be quickly knocked down to prepare for a hot dry summer. Summer started early with
consistently high temperatures that persisted through harvest.  The last grapes were picked early October, almost a 
month earlier than normal.  Bright acidity and concentration will be the hallmarks of this vintage.

VINIFICATION
It spent it’s year long siesta in equal parts new French oak, neutral oak and concrete then rested in bottle for another 
9 months.

TASTING NOTES
One of our favorite white wine grapes to work with is James Berry Vineyard Roussanne for its versatility and 
ageability. We like to release it in November because it is perfect for bridging the gap between the snappy whites and 
rosés of summer and the winter season of stews and braises. Seeing all four seasons in barrel seems to make it a hap-
pier wine. Exuberant notes of apricots, white flowers and quince transcend to a generous palate of white peach and 
pineapple closing with a fresh swath of acidity and a finish that goes on……forever. Look forward to drinking this 
wine for many years to come!  Drink 2016-2027.

REVIEW
“Light yellow-gold. Highly perfumed scents of candied citrus fruits, pear nectar, honeysuckle and 

anise show a subtle mineral overtone. Pliant, expansive orange and orchard fruit flavors 
are complemented by deeper honey and candied fig elements and pick up a smoky quality with air. 

Silky, seamless and penetrating, showing bright mineral cut and lingering florality on the 
impressively long finish.”

93 pts - Josh Raynolds
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